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In the past five years, the National Library of Finland has been promoting the use of linked 
data technologies and practices, with the aim of furthering the use and reuse of library data 
and strengthening the role of libraries in the digital age. Much of the initial efforts has been 
in transforming old subject indexing vocabularies and thesauri into machine readable LOD 
ontologies, that could be used to index various materials within the library sector, but also 
more widely in public sector organizations. The big idea behind the “ontologization” of 
vocabularies has been to build a national infrastructure of linked LOD vocabularies, that could 
help make all public sector materials more semantically interoperable.  

The ontology work of NLF is focused around the Finto service, a centralized platform and 
expert network open to everyone. Finto provides an open vocabulary platform for LOD 
vocabularies (finto.fi), that is built on top of the open source vocabulary browser Skosmos 
(skosmos.org). Finto also develops the General Finnish Ontology YSO (based on an old library 
thesaurus YSA), and coordinates the national ontology work of the whole Finnish public 
sector.  

Finto’s ontologies have been adopted for use in various organizations in the past few years, 
but ironically libraries have been lagging behind. Main reasons for this have been the dated 
library systems in use and the MARC21 format, which does not support LOD practices very 
well. In July 2019 NLF is carrying out a massive conversion to the Finnish Libraries’s Union 
Catalog, in which all old thesaurus terms are converted to multilingual linked data concepts. 
With the conversion Libraries are finally moving towards utilizing LOD in their daily work.  

The talk focuses on the efforts done in NLF to adopt LOD practices for Libraries, and the 
challenges faced especially in integrating LOD into existing library systems and workflows. 
Also, a question is raised about the role of Libraries in the wider context of the web of data. 
Some recent developments like the automatization of subject indexing and opening up the 
library databases like Finnish National Bibliography Fennica in LOD format form are also 
discussed. 
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